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Abstract— Enhanced techniques proposed on encryption for
protecting the communication of anonymity in mobile ad hoc
networks. MANET ensures secure communication in vulnerable
situation under passive statistical traffic analysis attacks. In our
existing system STARS works passively to perform traffic
analysis which is based on statistical characteristics of raw
traffic to be captured by increasing the speed of accessing data.
STARS discover the source and destination which has capability
to have end-to-end communication that are related to the
effective routing in data accessing system. Demonstrate about
the good accuracy for achieving the empirical studies which can
disclose the hidden traffic patterns. Even they have good
accuracy their proposed performance is very low which enhance
the existing method rather than proposing a new method. In our
proposed model the system has effective cache memory
management along with ADABOOST algorithm. ADABOOST
algorithm is used to improve routing through data extraction
which can overcome congestion through cache memory
management. Thus we can overcome all the performance
degradation of the existing system. It also guarantees the
security, anonymity and reliability of the established routing in
the hostile environment.
Index Terms— ADABOOST algorithm, MANET, Traffic
analysis attack, STARS.

I. INTRODUCTION
In mobile computing technology the most important
technology that supports computing techniques advances in
both hardware and software [1]. It can spread mobile hosts
and wireless networking which enable hardware and software
techniques. MANET can be explained as a collection of
wireless mesh of networks that dynamically exchange
information in a well existing platform of network
infrastructure [2]. There are basically two modes for
communication in wireless mobile nodes.
The first mode of communication among mobile nodes
through base station is known as infrastructure mode which
can have base station as access point. Such base stations are
connected with the fixed infrastructure on wired networks [3].
The second mode of communication is known as
infrastructure less which helps in network mobile ad hoc
network. It is very important part of communication in the
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existing technology that truly supports the context of data
exchange between the mobile units which can rely on fixed
infrastructure of wireless connections in its rapid
configuration [4].
Wireless ad hoc networks are widely used in case of
searching any international criminals, opponents in battlefield
and mostly in missions planned for rescue. This field of
MANET technology involves great challenges and severity
rather than opportunity. In some novel distributed routing
protocol enables hostile ad hoc wireless network can be
encrypted by its routing packet header which abstain
unreliable path construction protocol [5]. The trustworthy of
an intermediate road can have communication nodes with
anonymity.
A MANET is an automated hostile mobile and wireless
network structure that connected with wireless links that
moves around with the help of host and routers. Infrastructure
ad hoc networks face more traffic than infrastructure less
wireless network [6]. They comprised of one hop peer-to-peer
communication, single hop but stable routed remote-to
remote communication and traffic which move dynamically
around the routers which are reconstructed within short
bursts.
The Mobile ad hoc networks are usually prone to security
threats and physical security breech consists of
eavesdropping, spoofing and other kind of network attacks
are possible to be happened. The main physical security
threats endangered are passive and active attacks which are
more vulnerable to dynamic insecure wireless communication
[7]. They tamper the node security and limit the power of
nodes in the absence of its infrastructure which lacks in fixed
network topology.
In a temporary and dynamic network environment of
group of mobile nodes with radio frequency transceivers
communicate with each other [8]. For any centralized
established infrastructure for administering the intervention
for transmitting the limited range of each mobile node.
Suppose by forwarding the messages for receiving the
destinations which have trustworthy that can be very
malicious and threat to security and confidentiality of data.
Analyzing the communication pattern in the data
encryption can protect he exchanged content of data in the
mobile nodes. Valuable information about the communication
patterns of end users can provide security and privacy policy
of analysis of traffic [9]. Establishing anonymous path can
exchange the routing information effectively.
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II. STATISTICAL TRAFFIC PATTERN DISCOVERY SYSTEM

III. ANONYMOUS ATTACKING IN AD HOC NETWORK

Statistical traffic pattern discovery system is basically an
attacking system that has to capture the raw traffic which has
to be the physical MAC layer without looking into the
contents of intercepted packets [10]. From the captured layer
of packets, STARS constructs a sequence of point-to-point
traffic matrices that derives the end-to-end traffic matrix [11].
It uses the heuristic data process a model to reveal the hidden
traffic patterns from the end to end matrix.
Proposed model deals with a novel statistical traffic
pattern discovery system (STARS). STARS aims for deriving
the source and destination probability distribution that is the
probability for each node to be a message source and
destination. This can have end-to-end link probability
distribution that pairs peach end-to-end communication pairs
for achieving its goals [12].
This includes the following two major steps:
1) Construction of point-to-point traffic matrices using the
time-slicing technique and then deriving the end-to-end
traffic matrix with a set of traffic filtering rules.
2) Applying a heuristic approach to identify the actual
source and destination nodes and then correlating the
source nodes with their corresponding destinations.
Disclosing the hidden traffic patterns in a mobile ad hoc
network communication system, STARS includes capturing
the traffic for constructing a sequence based point-to-point
traffic matrices and then derives the end-to-end traffic matrix
that calculates the probability for each node to be in its source
and destination of probability distribution [13]. Each pair of
node in an end-to-end communication link towards its link
probability distribution upholds the distribution link in a
communication channel.
Basic idea in the below illustration of Fig.1 STARS uses
the simple scenario of network in three wireless nodes
denoted by 1, 2 and 3. Node 2 located in transmission range
within node 1and node 3 is placed between the transmission
ranges of node 2 excluding the transmission range of node 1.
There are two consecutive packets that are detected by the
range within node 1 and node 2 which broadcasts packet
within its range.

In an ad hoc network there exists many message
enumeration attacks proposed in brute force attacks that links
messages that could traverse in all possible tracking of
messages. Flushing attacks can send targeted quantity of large
anonymous system which is known as mix-net. Focusing the
delay of each communication path leads to timing attacks in
which the attacker monitors the latency of path which can
correlate transmission latencies [14]. The tagging of messages
require forward messages that analysis the traffic to occupy at
least one node.
Snooping of radio signals from transmitters to have
broadcast which have possibility for eavesdrop packets of
data [15]. Thus the trust for inherent mobile nodes allowed for
looking into whole packet data can be obtained from two
types of snooping information.
Eavesdropping of actual data packets carrying proper
encryptions of packet payload for data that have resource
constraints prevents strong encryption of mobile nodes.
Source and destination of routing information destroys the
privacy data containing the conversation [16]. There also
exist many flood and black hole attacks which uses network
bandwidth for attacking.
The entire networks in multiple geographical regions can
be divided into different locations. They can deploy sensors
along the boundaries of each region [17]. They can monitor
the cross component of traffic in multiple locations. Analyze
the traffic even when the nodes are very close to each other by
treating the close nodes as super nodes.
Even they are considered to be super nodes there are some
difficulties in identifying the network flow with their source
and destinations. It is also more complicated to find the
end-to-end communication of their relating nodes. Their
speed and performance is very low comparative with other ad
hoc networks. Retrieving speed of data from the database is
very slow.

Fig.1 STARS wireless AD-Hoc network.
Fig.2 Implementation of ADABOOST algorithm.
While simulating the STARS using Qualnet software it
generates numerous graph structures which involve tedious
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process for understanding the system [19]. Routing
performance for the system improvises their concentration for
mining process. It is mandatory for a router to collect more
information about the hosts connecting the networks where
the process of data mining is very slow.

IV. IMPROVISING PERFORMANCE USING ADABOOST
ALGORITHM
Adaboost algorithm is a short form for adaptive boosting
algorithm which is a meta-algorithm that can be used with
other types of learning algorithm which an have conjunction
that improvises the performance of other learning algorithms
[18]. There are other weaker learning algorithms which can be
weighted into a sum of final output representing the boosted
classifiers. Adaptive learning of algorithms means the
subsequent weak learners which can be twisted by the
favorable instances of classifiers. Adaptive boosting
algorithm is very sensitive to data which is noisy and they are
also outliers. Learning algorithms usually go with the path
compatible to handle all the typical problems more than the
other learning algorithms do. There are different parameters
and different adjustable configurations for achieving optimal
performance created for different datasets.
The decision trees of weak learners refers best classifier for
them can only be the ADABOOST algorithm and none other
than that one can replace it. Decision tree learning algorithm
usually gathers information which can be used at each and
every stage of ADABOOST algorithm [20]. The toughness
for training the each sample growing tree algorithms
relatively classified where the later trees are to be
concentrated to classify harder examples.
In a particular method of training a classifier which is
boosted by this ADABOOST learning algorithms weak
learners are classified to be a boos classifier in the form of
objects and as input which can return value indicating the
class of object as a result of classification. The weak learning
of identified output will be predicted by the class object can
give confident classification of absolute value. Classifiers
need to be positive if the sample for positive and negative
classifiers rather simplifies it. Thus they are more
hypothetical in nature.
Here it creates new technique for improving the routing by
efficient data mining through which the boosting algorithm
can be found more efficient rather than weaker learning
algorithms. The very well known boosting algorithm
ADABOOST is used here for proficiency in data mining used
for boosting the learning algorithms.

V. ROUTING SECURITY THROUGH ADABOOST
Transferring the data without using decryption technique
can provide routing security which can form a cluster around
it. That cluster of mesh network topology can include any
routing restrictions under different topology of data content of
text. When each node in the network communicates with the
other one efficiently the routing would be so secure.
In data mining the boosting technique can be improved by
using such ADABOOST learning algorithms. Cache

management can be done in the proposed format so that it can
avoid packets crash and loss of packet while collision occurs.
Host connected from the details mined from the huge network
directs accurate high speed and fast routing protocols.
To implement this kind of proposal the client nodes under
the unstructured topology which sense the requirement of
client designs. Router present here can transfer information of
packets with desired destination of packets. A type of router
used in the wireless router in the modem can enable cache
memory management [21]. Thus the server used for storing
information about the data packet which has to be sent or
received.
When ADABOOST algorithm is used to boost up the
speed for retrieving the data from the database can speed up
the transfer of data so easily. While comparing to the other
weaker algorithms this has very high performance. Data
mining acquired through routing performance of learning
algorithms found to be greatly increases its performance.
Even the well known protocols in MANET’s can understand
the security policy of these learning algorithms in a limited
mobility of transmission range. Performance for metrics in a
mobile ad hoc network can take feasible energy consumption.
Despite of mobility routing has stability over the routing
protocols of mobile ad hoc networks.

VI. CONCLUSION
As a result the routing protocols in mobile ad hoc network
based on ending of routes in reactive and proactive protocols
requires messages for maintaining routes for extensive
routing for protocols. The new technique of using boosting
algorithm known as ADABOOST helps improving routing by
efficient data mining. As it is the well known protocol this
greatly increase the data mining performance through which
the performance of routing will be improved. Reacting to the
gradient traffic demand the determination of algorithm
depends on number of other nodes active at present. Thus
cache memory management along with ADABOOST
improves routing through data extraction by overcoming
congestion and performance degradation through routing
security.
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